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Introduction
It was shown by A. A. Albert [1] that a cyclic central simple (Azumaya)
p-algebra has a purely inseparable extension field as a subalgebra. Hence such
algebra contains a cyclic extension and a purely inseparable extension as sub-
algebras. On the other hand, a quaternion algebra R(i, j) contains two cyclic
extensions R{i) and R(j) as subalgehras. These subalgebras are related by
inner actions.
In this paper, we shall generalize the above results using Hopf algebras
since we must treat separable and inseparable extensions simultaneously. Un-
der certain conditions we shall show that if an Azumaya algebra A over a field
K contains an iJ-Hopf Galois extension (in the sense of [3], [15]) of K as a
maximal commutative subalgebra then A contains an i/*-Hopf Galois ex-
tension of K as a subalgebra. This is done in §1. In §2, we shall treat
typical Hopf algebras and show that the classical results are typical examples
of our results.
Throughout this paper, K will denote a field and H will denote a finite
commutative co-commutative Hopf algebra over K. £ (resp. Δ, resp. λ) will
denote augmentation (resp. diagonalization, resp. antipode) of H. Unadorned
® and Horn will mean ®
κ
 and Hom^. We shall denote by — * the functor
Hom^(—,K). For Hopf algebras and Hopf Galois extensions we shall refer
to [3], [10], [15] and [16].
1. Hopf Galois extension v{H)
Let A be a X"-Azumaya algebra which contains an i/-Hopf Galois extension
L of K as a maximal commutative subalgebra. Then the ϋ-action on L is ex-
tended innerly to the action on A and A is a smash product algebra L#
σ
H
(c.f. [14] cor. 3.7 and 3.8). But in general A would not become an //-module
if we extend the iϊ-action on L innerly to A. The following Proposition is
fundamental.
Proposition 1. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A becomes an H-module algebra.
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(ii) The value of 2-cocycle σ is contained in K, i.e. σ(g®h)^K for any
Proof. (i)=#>(ii). This follows essentially from F.W. Long [8]. Let
v: H-+A be a homomorphism which gives an ^ 4-inner action. Thus v satisfies
h s=*Σv(h
ω
)sv~\h(2))y ίGL or equivalently v(h)s=^Σι(h(1)'s)v(h(2))y and v(lH)
=lA, V
1
 is the inverse of v in a convolution algebra Hom(//, A). Since A is
an //-module algebra, (gh) a=g (h a)y atΞA. Using this relation we get
Σ ^(gωkiύ^'^Φω) = Σ v{g
ω
)v{h
ω
)av-\h{2))v-\g{2)).
Thus
Σ ^~
1(gωki)Mg(2)Mh(2)) = Σ v-\g
ω
h
ω
)v(g(2))<v(h{2))a for any βGA .
Since A is ίΓ-central, we get
( Σ A v-\gωhω)v(gω)v(hω)<=K.
Thus the associated 2-cocycle
σ(g®h) = Σ v{g
ω
)v(h
ω
)v-\g{2)h{2))
= Σ f^el)^ (l))^ "1fe(2)^ (2))^ fe(3))^ (A(3))^ "1fe(4)A(4))
is ^-valued.
(ii)=φ(i). Let σ be a i^-valued 2-cocycle and σ be the associated normal cocycle
defined by
δ{g®h) = Σ <r(g
ω
®h)σ-\g(2)®l) .
Σ
Then σ is cohomologeous to σ, σ is also i^-valued and σ(l®h)=σ(h®l)—S(h)f
hζ=:H. Thus we may assume that σ itself is a normal 2-cocycle. Let v: H-*
A=L ^
σ
H be the homomorphism defined by v(h)=l # h. Then v gives an li-
mner action and carries \H to \A=\ #1. Reversing the proof of (i)=§>(ii), we get
that A is an //-module algebra. This completes the proof.
REMARK. If H is a group ring or a Hopf algebra whose simple subcoalgebras
are of the form Kh for h^H and L is only a simple subalgebra (not necessarily
commutative), then by Skolem-Noether and Sweedier [9], the action ofHonL
is ^4-inner (say by v: H->A). From the proof of Proposition 1, we get that A
becomes an //-module algebra is equivalent to
Corollary 2. Under the equivalent conditions of Proposition 1, let v be a
homomorphism which gives an A-inner action and makes A an H-module algebra.
Then the K-module v(H)dAforms a K-subalgebra.
Proof. We have
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( ^ ω ®hω)v(g(2)h(2))
= «>( Σ O-(g(l)®kl))g(2)h(2)) .
Hence ^(i/) is closed under multiplication and ^(i/) has an identity ^(1^)=!^.
This completes the proof.
REMARK. If Zf is a group ring then the converse of Corollary 2 holds as is
easily proved.
From now, we shall always assume the equivalent conditions of Proposition
1. We shall define an i/*-action on v(H) by
(A)
Proposition 3. Through the natural isomorphism v(H)^H, the H*-action
on v(H) is the canonical left Restructure of H and υ(H) becomes an H*-module
algebra.
Proof. Let σ be an associated 2-cocycle, then
= x ( Σ
C ) C
=
 c
 ΣJ <r(gω ®h
ω
)x(g
ω
h(2))v(gi3)h(3))
Σ k
=
 cg Σ
And (xy) ϋ(A) = Σ (*y) (h
ω
)v(h
ω
) = Σ x(h
ω
)y(h
ω
)v(hi3))
Mh(2))) = x-(y-υ{h))9 x,(A)
And * 1 = Λ? ϋ(l) = Λ(1)U(1) = Λ(1) = εH*(x).
Thus ^(ί/) forms an /f^-module algebra. That this structure is a canonical one
follows easily. This completes the proof.
Proposition 4. Let v'\ H->A be another homomorphism such that υ'(lH)=\A.
Then v' gives an A-inner actiony if and only if, there exists a unit peHom(ϋΓ, L)
such that v'=ρv. Further if peHom(ίf, K) then v(H)^v\H) as H-module
algebras.
Proof, "if part" is easy, we shall prove "only if part". Put p(h)=
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Σ ^ W ^ ^ f y Since v'1 (h) = v(X(h)) we have for any s^L,ρ(h)s=
Σ v\h
ω
)v-\h
ω
)s = Σiv\h
ω
)v(\(h
ω
))s==Σi *'(*ω) (λ(Ac2)) ί)ϋ(λ(A(3))) = Σ w'
(A) CΛ) (A) CA)
(h(1))v~1(h(2))=sρ(h). L is a maximal commutative subalgebra, so pGHom(ff, L).
Further if peHom(iϊ,i£), then the homomorphism v\H)Bz '(A) ι->Σ ^ (p(A(i))A(2))
^v(H) is a desired isomorphism. This completes the proof.
Until now, we have not used the commutativity of H. Next we shall utilize
the commutativity of H and show that v{H) is an i/*-Hopf Galois extension in
the sense of [IS], [16]. As before, let σ be the associated normal 2-cocycle.
Then σ is an element of Hom(H®H, K)^H*®H*. Since σ is a 2-cocycle,
we have
(Σ,
Σ
=  (/(i)' <r(g
ω
 ® A(i))
)
= Σ S(f
ω
)σ(g
ω
 ®h
ω
)σ(f
ω
C/),U),CA)
= Σ <r(g
ω
®h
ω
)σ(f®g
ω
h
ω
)
C^?)»CA)
Thus
This means that σ^H*®H* is a unit-valued Harrison 2-cocycle. In ^
multiplication is given by the formula
v(g)v(h) =
c
Σlh σ foi)®A(i))^fe(2)A(2)).
Thus v{H)=H{σ) in the sense of [16] §2. Since K is a field and Hom(H®H,L)
is finite dimensional, σ"1 e Hom(i/®iί, L) is integral over Hom(H®H, K).
Hence σ ^ G H o m ^ ® ^ , ίC). By [16] Theorem 2.3, we get
Theorem 5. Under the equivalent conditions of Proposition \, v(H) is an
H*-Hopf Galois extension of K.
Next we shall consider the ^4-innerization of if*-Hopf Galois extension
v(H) of K. For this purpose, we first consider the normalization of 2-cocycles.
Let u—^u
ι
.®u2i^H®H be a unit-valued Harrison 2-cocycles. We shall
call u is a normal 2-cocycle if £(Σ Wi.ί/2f)=l As to this, we have the following;
i
Lemma 6. Let w=Σ u^u^^H®!! be a unit-valued Harrison 2-cocycle,
i
then
n«*) = Σ £(«i>2, = Σ «i,
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Further we have
Σ λ(^if )w2# : = Σ uiiMu2i)> w^ιere λ w antipode of H.
i i
Proof. Since u is a 2-cocycle,
( Σ i®«
w
®«*) ( Σ «i,
= ( Σ «l,
co
®%2>®0 φ U*®^® 1) .
Applying 6®S® 1 on both sides of (*), we get
Σ Φ X ) (Σ Φi,K) = (Σ £(«i>2.
Hence
ΣΦi,K (Σv2()
Next applying 1®8®£ on both sides of (*), we get
i i
Hence we get
Finally applying l ® λ ® l to (*) and then applying a contraction map, we get
(Σ λK>2,.) (Σ UvBfa)) = (Σ fi(««K) (Σ uu\(u2i)).
i i i i
Hence we get the last relation. This completes the proof.
In an /f-Hopf Galois extension H*(υ) (in the sense of [16] §2) of Ky an
identity element is £ ( ( 2 ^ 2 , ) " ^ ([16] Theorem 2.3). Let w=J]uliS(u2t) and
i i
put u'=(w®w)~1uA(w). Then u is cohomologous to uf and #"*(&)^i/*(z/') by
[16] Theorem 2.4. Moreover u' is a normal 2-cocycle and the identity of H*(u')
is £. Now we are ready to consider an inner action of an ίf*-Hopf Galois
extension v(H) of K and from now we shall always consider normal cocycles.
We shall write an iJ-Hopf Galois extension L which is a maximal commutative
subalgebra of A as H*(u).
The following is necessary later.
Lemma 7. S(\(k))=S(h) for all h^H.
Proof. We have £(\(h)) = £(λ(Σ h
ω
€(h
ω
))) = Σ
Let V: H*->H*(u)aA be the homomorphism defined by
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(V(f))(h)=f(\(h)),f€ΞH*.
Then Lemma 7 ensures that V carries an identity £ of H* to an identity £ of
H*(u). We remark that H*(u)=H* as a left //-module, multiplication is given
by (f^g) (h)=^f(u
u
h
ω
).g(u2ihω)y f, g(ΞH*y h<=H. We shall show that V
gives an ^4-inner action of an iϊ*-Hopf Galois extension v(H) of K. Since v
gives an -4-inner action of L=H*(u) of K, we have
v(h)f = g (
Thus for f<=H*;
Σ (/ω •«
Next we shall show that F is invertible. Let V: H*-*H*(u)<^A be the homo-
morphism defined by
Then
= (Σ
= / ( Σ ( Σ «iΛ(«2/))-1«ii/i(
ί.CA) j
) = Σ Wω) Π
Σ /(l)(((i))(1))/(2)((Σ
( Σ λ(Ml>2>.) ( Σ M^.λK))"1),
which is equal to/(l)£(λ) by Lemma 6. Thus V is invertible. That V(H*)
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H*(u) is clear.
Finally we shall consider the 2-cocycle τ arising from V. Since r is defined
by the formula;
=
c / g j V(fω) V(gω) V->
we get
W®g)) (h) = ( ΈJVμ
ω
)'V(g
ω
))-V-*(f
ω
gω)) (h)
)) (u
u
h
ω
X
X f(2)(M(ύu2kih(3))g(2)(M(2)U2i(.2hω), where we put
Σ^ ) i._/(λ.(Mi ί.)λ(Mi1.c o)λ(A(1))M ( 1)M2.c oA(2))^(λ(M2 y)λ(w,, ( 2 ) )
In H*(u)> K is contained as i££. Thus τ is also X^-valued. Summing up, we
get the following
Theorem 8. Let A be a K-Azumaya algebra which contains an H-Hopf
Galois extension H*(u) of K as a maximal commutative subalgebra and assume that
the associated 2-cocycle is K-valued. Then there exists a subalgebra v{H) which is
an H*-Hopf Galois extension of K. iJ*(w) and v(H) are related as follows; there exist
homomorphisms v: H*(u)->v(H) and V: v(H)->H*(u)tlA such that v gives an
A-ίnner action which extends the H-action of an H-Hopf Galois extension //*(«)
of K and V gives an A-inner action which extends the H*-action of an H*-Hopf
Galois extension v(H) of K.
2. Dual of Hopf algebras
First we shall prove two lemmas which exhibit the structure of dual of group
rings as Hopf algebras.
Lemma 9. Let p be a prime number which is not equal to the characteristic
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of a field K and G be a cyclic group of order pn. We assume that K contains a
primitive pn-th root of 1. Then (KGf^KG as Hopf algebras.
Proof. Let G* be the character group of G, then {KG)*^KG*^KG and
this isomorphism is in fact an isomorphism of Hopf algebras as is easily seen.
REMARK. Theorem 8 combined with Lemma 9 explains the well-known
phenomenon on quaternion algebras.
Next we shall review a Hopf algebra H
n
 introduced by A. Hattori [4] and
K. Kosaki [7].
Let K be a field of characteristic />Φ0. Then
H
n
=K[X0, Xl9.", XΛ_dl(X0P-X0, XS-X* - , XΛ-X.^) as a K-algebra,
we shall write the class of X{ as #,-.
A(x{) = S t (x0(g)l, — , * , ® 1
6(Xi) = 0
where S
o
, •••, S
n
_j are polynomials which define the additive structure of Witt
vectors.
In particular,
A(x0) =
lk\(p-l)\υ~ υ
A. Hattori first defined H
n
 as a dual of a cyclic group ring. Here for completeness
we shall prove the following;
Lemma 10. Let K be afield of characteristic /> φ 0 and G= {1, 0, , θpn'1}
be a cyclic group of order pn. Then (KG)*^H
n
 as Hopf algebras.
Proof. Let {et} d(KG)*y i=0y 1, - , / - l , be a i^-basis of (KG)* defined
by ei(θj)=Sij (Kronecker delta). We shall define a homomorphism φ: H
n
->
(KG)* as follows;
φ(Xj) = Σ ajiβij = 0, 1, •••, n— 1
where coefficients a^^ZlpZ are defined by
aj0 = 0 for all j
n, •'•> ^ « - i I ) = ( 1 , 0 , •'•> 0 )
» 0i » - , β.-i /) = ( 1 , 0 , - ,
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where " - ) - " means the sum of Witt vectors.
We shall show that φ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism step by step. That
(φ(Xj))p=φ(Xj) is an immediate consequence of ciji^Z/pZ. Hence φ is an
algebra homomorphism.
To see that φ is an epimorphism, we shall prove K[φ(x0), •••, φ(Xj)] 5^K[φ(x0),
•••, φ(xf), φ(Xj+ι)]y then the dimension arguments will ensure that φ is an epimor-
phism. But (a0 r , ax pm, .-., aΛ^ ^ ) = ( 1 , 0 , 3 ,0)+•••+(!, 0, ••-, 0)=(0,0, » , 0 , 1 ,
° > " # > ° ) pm terms m+l
Thus the above inclusion is strict.
Next let Δ* be a diagonal map of (KG)*, then
(Δ*(φ(*, ))) φk®θm) = φ(Xj) (θ*+η = aj k+m.
On the other hand
— S/tf0 ky '">
aj k\ a0 my *">aj m)
But
K k+m, <h k+m> '••> 01,-1 k+m) = (1 ,0 , - ' , 0 ) + " ' + ( 1 , 0, ' - , 0 )
+ terms
(a0 k> '"} an-\ k)~\~(a0 my '"y an-\ m)
*; a0m)y Si(βOΛj a\k'y ^Omy <*lm)y "y Sn-l(<*0ky <*1 ky "y ^n-lk'y <*0 my
Thus
Let 6* be an augmentation of (KG)*, then £*(φ(χj))=0 follows easily from
aj0=0. Hence
ε*(φ(Xj)) = o =
Finally let λ* be an antipode of (KG)*, then
(xj))) (θm) = ( φ ( -
But
( S O ( ^ o m'y a0 pn-m)y ^l(^Q my al m\ aθ pn-my <*1 pn-m)y '"y
^ n - l ( ^ 0 my '"y an-\ m'y aθ pn-my "*"> an-l pn-m))
= ( « 0 ff» β l M> •*•> an-\ m) + (a0 p»-my ^ pn_m, •••, an^ pn_m)
= (1, 0, -., 0)+.. +(l, 0, "., 0)+(l, 0, .-, 0)+.. +(l, 0, ..., 0)
m terms pn-m terms
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= (l,0,...,0)+...+(l,0,-.., 0)
p* terms
= (0,0,-.,0)
From this, we can get easily by induction that
ai tn+βj pn-m = 0 .
This completes the proof.
REMARK. In Lemma 10, if n==ί then 4>(x
o
)=^kek, k^ZjpZ. This is
proved in different ways by F.W. Long [8] Proposition 5.1.
Next we shall prove the following proposition in two ways. One uses
Witt vector computations and another utilizes the fact that H
n
 is a dual of a
group ring. The latter is due to Prof. A. Hattori, who kindly informed me
such a proof.
Proposition 11. Let K be a field of characteristic ^>φθ and L be a com-
mutative K-algebra. If L\K is an H
n
-Hopf Galois extension, then L is a purely
inseparable K-algebra in the sense of M.E. Sweedler [11].
Proof I. We shall show that sp*G:K for any ίGL, then by [11] Lemma 1
we shall easily get the assertion. To this, we shall show that Xj smpJ = 0 by
induction.
mp
-
1) = (x
o
-s)smp-1+s((x
o
-s)smp-2+s(x
o
-s
mp
-
2))
= -. = (x0's)smp-1+'-+(x0^s)spm-1 = 0 .
mp terms
Next we assume that the assertion is valid for numbers smaller than jy then
Xj.s
mpi+1
 = x
r
(spispi(mp~ι)) = S/^o ^ V ^ - 1 ) , --,
= S/0, 0, •", 0, fo.^
= (x
r
s
pi)spi(mp-ι)+spi(x
r
s
pi(mp-ι))
=... = (^-^y^-^H—v{χ
r
s
ρ i)sρ j^ p- ι )
mp terms
= 0.
In particular,
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Xj spn = 0 for any s^L,j = 0, 1, •••, n— 1 .
Since 6(xj)=0,
This means spn£zLHn which is equal to K since L/K is assumed to be an H
n
-
Hopf Galois extension. This completes the proof.
Proof II. Since LjK is an ϋf
n
-Hopf Galois extension, we have isomor-
phisms: L®L^Hom{Hy L)^H*®L^KG®L^K[X]j(Xpn)®L^L[X]j(Xpn)
where G is a cyclic group of pn. Compairing the number of idempotents of both
sides, we see that L has no non-trivial idempotents. Hence Ljrad(L)=L is a
field (rad(L) means Jacobson radical of L). Let Ω be an algebraic closure of K>
then we have an isomorphism (L®Ω)®
Ω
(L®Ω)^(L®Ω) [X]l(Xpn). By the
similar arguments, (L®Ω)jrad(L®Ω) and L®Ωjrad{L®Ω) are fields (neces-
sarily isomorphic to Ω). If there are m distinct i^-embeddings σt : L->Ω then
there are m distinct Ω-homomorphisms: L®Ω1BU®b\-^σi{<ί)b^Ω. Thus
L®Ωlrad(L®Ω) must contain a direct sum of m copies of Ω. Hence m=l,
this means that LjK is a purely inseparable extension. By [11] Corollary 13,
we get the Proposition.
REMARK. Theorem 8 combined with Lemma 10 and Proposition 11 explains
the results of A.A. Albert.
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